
EPIC Track
A universal tracking solution designed for everyday and specific event 
tracking by linking people, places and things.

Easy Deployment
EPIC Track is Easy. It’s software is intuitive, requiring 
minimal training and smooth implementation 
throughout any organization. With EPIC Track, there 
are no servers to configure, it has a simple user inter-
face, and contains prebuilt reports. It’s basic design 
makes EPIC Track the perfect tool for any number of 
tracking scenarios, making it a cost effective and 
value added solution. EPIC Track can easily be 
integrated with mobile devices such as smart 
phones, handhelds, tablet PCs, and desktop PCs 
supported by Apple, Android and Windows operating 
systems. This out of the box tracking solution makes 
deployment simple, fast and successful every time.  
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Flexible Configuration
With EPIC Track, users aren’t expected 
to be a programmer. Anyone with basic 
computer skills can easily configure 
powerful tracking scenarios or events, 
navigate through the interface, build 
reports, and be up and running within 
minutes. By opening Event Builder in 
your browser window users can choose 
from a series of drop down settings and 
connect lists to build individual event 
profiles within minutes. Choose from a 
selection of reports dynamically built 
from each tracking profile.

Status Check
Check real time status of activities 
in your event from anywhere.

Manage Users
Give users access to features 
they need without access to ones 
they don’t.

List Management
Build lists or connect to an existing 
databases containing people, 
places & things you want to track.

Tracking Events
Build custom tracking events 
quickly & easily with no custom 
programming.

Reports
Generate reports dynamically built 
on customized tracking events.

Added Value to Your ID Program
The EPIC Track Solution enhances any ID program by providing effective tracking of people, places and things. Identifying 
these elements with an ID system provides a basic level of security but by adding the ability to track activity of those identified 
and analyze the data collected, an organization’s ID program becomes much more useful in terms of security and accountabil-
ity. This more comprehensive ID program provides greater results through analysis of data collected and reported on. The 
flexibility to customize each tracking event makes this solution easily adaptable by any type of organization.
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iPad and iPhone are trademarks of Apple.

EPIC Track Features

> Easy to Deploy

> Configure in Minutes

> Access Anywhere

> Supports Apple, Android
   & Windows

> Works Online & Offline

> Use Your Data

> Real Time Status Checks

> Dynamic Reports Included
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